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Target 14A-retask 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Blind / Solo 

Date: 01 September 2015 

 

The target comprises of: 

 Structure 

 Life (more than one) 

 Energy 

 Motion 

 Land 

 

This target feels like a past event that was both experienced and observed. 

I feel that there are at least two separate male components to this target and probably female 

components but they didn't feel important to the takers need. 

 

Male1 - primary is central and appears to be in motion inside a manmade structure, this feels like a 

vehicle. He is over 30, confident, happy, but then due to a surprise event goes into a shock situation, 

surprised and later I sense a transformative/emotional and spiritual change to this person - it feels 

like a death. 

male2 - is raised up on undulating land away from the life. he is observing and experiencing the 

event but more remotely. He too gets very emotional and surprised. Observing seems important to 

this life. 

There are also other components for this target including a sense of en explosive motion/energy 

with an abrupt stop. This feels like it intersects the motion of the man made structure with the life 

passenger. 

Time - it's as if time slows down, very slowly is observed in this way or that time itself stand still for 

this event, it transcends time or something or all of these. 

Emotion - the target feels cloaked in a amass of mixed emotional energy this was an impacting event 

for a great many people to create so much emotional energy. 

This feels like an unstoppable surprise event that caused death and that was observed by more than 

one person and had a great emotional impact on many, an event that transcends time itsself. 

 




























	

